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SUMMARY
Duringthe World War II time period,NACA test facilitieswere heavilycommitted
to investigationsof airplanes related to the war effort. Much of the work was
directed toward the improvementof existing airplanesbut work was also being done
on new designs. At one time in July 1944, 78 differentmodels of airplaneswere
being investigated by NACA, most of them at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory (now Langley ResearchCenter). Spin tests were made in the Langleyspin
tunnel on 120 different models. The atmospheric wind tunnel (AWT) tested 36
military aircraft for stability,control, and performancecharacteristics. In the
post World War II period, an essentiallynew era of aerodynamicresearchbegan that
was spawned by the lessons learned from air warfare and by some advances revealed
from foreign technology,principallyin the developmentof jet propulsionand the
advent of high-speedflight.
INTRODUCTION
In 1938, the growingmenace of a military buildupin Germanywas obvious except
to those who would not see it. President Roosevelt asked Congress for a major
increasein defenseappropriations,mostly for Naval strength,and got it. In early
1939, Roosevelttold Congress that U.S. air strength was "utterlyinadequate." At
that time, the official strength included 1700 airplanes of which only 800 were
considered first-line and these were primarily outdated Douglas B-18A's, Northrop
A-17A's,and Curtiss P36A's. A mere 23 Boeing B-17's were on hand. In comparison,
the Royal Air Force had 2000 first-lineairplanes,and the German Luftwaffehad at
least 4000 airplanes. The U.S. Congress was asked to approvea massive investment
in defense and did pass legislation (as it turned out, wisely) to strengthenthe
military with authorizationthat includeda buildupto 5500 airplanes. This marked
a change in U.S. policy away from isolationism, away from the concept of
disarmament,and toward rearmament.
The growth of total military power, includingair power, with the rise of the
Hitler German government was alarming to some observers. While the western world
was puzzling and debating the thoroughnesswith which Germany was building up her
military might, another unusually large military buildup was going on almost
unnoticedon the relativelysmall islandsof Japan. The JapaneseAir Force included
about 2100 airplanes in 1937 and, in the late 1930's, Japan was building two
aircraft carriersyearly.
The German might was unleashedin Europe in September1939 and much U.S. equip-
ment was sent to aid Englandand France. In a surprisemove in December1941, Japan
unleashed its power at Pearl Harbor and the U.S., with depleted farces, was drawn
into war. In both cases--Germanyand Japan--the fighting followed a period of
expansionismand a period of negotiation. From the German and Japaneseventures,at
least two nontechnicallessonsshould be noted as relatedto warfare:
o One should view with suspicion and caution those countries engaged in an
inordinate military buildup while, at the same time, expanding and
negotiating.
o One should avoid mental lapses or physicalweaknessesthat might be construed
as susceptibilityto a surpriseattack.
The war revealed many technical lessons relative to some needs for airpower
efficiency. Some importantneeds, for example,were:
o Agilityfor air superiorityfighters
o Long range for escort fighters
o Long range bombers
o Large payloadcapabilityfor fightersand bombers
o Speed for rapid,surprise,air intercept
o Speed for disengagementin air combat
o Operationalcapabilityat substandardbases
o Guided missilesfor air defense
o Guidedmissiles for long-rangestrike
Some of the discoveries made and lessons learned in carrying out research
programs intended to meet these needs will be discussed. Additional background
material is listed in the bibliography.
DISCUSSIONS
German scientists, under the pressure of war and with innate technical
capability,were making giant stridesin advancingthe state of the art in air power
developments in areas such as propulsion, compressible flow, supersonic aero-
dynamics,and missile design. The impact of some of the wartimetechnology subse-
quentlyhad an influenceon U.S. researchand development.
Propulsion
Between World War I and World War II, airplane speeds steadily increased.
During World War II, speeds became limited for propeller-drivenaircraft and the
development of reaction-propelledairplanes that would lead to supersonic flight
began to take place in many countries. Developmentsin Germany are of particular
interest. Erich Warsitz made a series of successfulflights with the first rocket-
poweredHeinkel 112 in 1937. This led to the developmentof a small, rocket-powered
fighter, the Heinkel 176--but with the outbreak of war, the project was shelved
after several successful flights. It was only near the end of the war that rocket-
powered airplanes such as Lippisch'sMe 163 made a dramatic,though limited, come-
back. Unknown until after World War II, Warsitz had flown the first jet-propelled
airplane, the Heinkel He-178 with a Hans yon Ohain designed engine, in Germany on
August 27, 1939. Some German jet-propelled fighters, such as the Me-262 twin-
enginedairplane, also saw limitedservice near the end of the war. The use of jet
propulsionwas boostedby the work of Frank Whittle in Britain,who began his work
in 1930 at the age of 23, and finally saw the Gloster E28/39 fly with one of his
engines on May 15, 1941. By the summer of 1944, the GlosterMeteor twin-enginejet
fighterwas in service.
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The first American jet-propelledairplane, the Bell P-59 Airacomet powered by
two General Electricengines,was under secret developmentin the early 1940's,and
was first flown on October I, 1942. The G.E. enginewas an American versionof the
Whittleengine,
The first true Americanoperationaljet fighterwas the Lockheed P-80 Shooting
Star, although it did not fly until January 8, 1944. The P-80, however, did not
enter combat service during World War II. After the establishmentof the United
States Air Force as a separate service (July 26, 1947), aircraftdisignationswere
changed. The P-80 officiallybecame the F-80 on June 11, 1948. The F-80C did see
combat service in the Korean War and, even though the airplane'sperformancewas
somewhatdisappointing,an F-80C destroyeda MiG-15 on November 8, 1950 in what was
believedto be the first conclusiveair combat betweenjet fighters.
Early ProblemAreas
Compressibility.-Jet airplanesthat pushed to the border of sonic flight were
limited by the onset of compressibilityeffects, a new major problemof high-speed
flight, resulting from the fact that air is compressiblesuch that, when a given
shape moves through the air at increasingspeeds,a point can be reachedwhere the
compressed air creates a drag in excess of the thrust and changes in pressure
distributionoccur that cause stabilityand controlproblems. Some of these effects
had been experienced by high-speed propeller-drivenairplanes such as the North
American P-51 Mustang and the Lockheed P-38 Lightning. One problem was the
phenomenaof "tucking under" characterizedby a severe nose-downtendency at high
speeds with an attendantdecrease in the control power requiredto effect a normal
recovery. "Wing dropping"was another phenomenacharacterizedby an unwanted roll
tendency,apparentlyinducedby spanloadingchangescaused by asymmetryand further
aggravatedby a decrease in aileroneffectivenessnecessaryfor correctiveaction.
While in-house studies of high-speed flight problems were progressing, an
interest in foreign technology began at NACA-Langleyshortly after World War II
(1946)when many documents,particularlyGerman and some Italian, became available
for study. In addition, the German scientist, Adolf Busemann, and the Italian
scientist,Antonio Ferri, worked for some time at Langley. Informationfrom these
sourceswas used as a partial guide to NACA researchstudiesof the 1940's in many
fields including compressibleflow, supersonic aerodynamics,high-speed airplane
configurations,and missiles.
Conventionalwind tunnels of the mid-1940'swere not able to test near a Mach
number of 1 (M = 1) becauseof the same compressiblityand shock wave effects that
airplanes were beginning to experience. In the case of the wind tunnel, the
. presence of the tunnel walls resulted in reflectedshocks that disruptedthe tunnel
flow. Alternate methods used in the early 1940's for obtaining transonic data
included free-fall drop models; the wing-flow and transonic-bumptechniques; and
free-flight, rocket-propelledmodes. The transonic bump (fig. 1) utilized a
semispanmodel mounted on a curved surfaceover which the locally inducedvelocities
exceeded M = 1. The same principlewas used with the wing-flowtechnique. These
techniqueswere soon to be followed by the X-seriesof flight researchairplanes.
In addition, the slotted-throattransonic tunnel was being developed under the
direction of John Stack. In December 1949, the converted 8-foot transonictunnel
was operatedat NACA-Langley,followeda year later by the 16-foottransonictunnel.
Through the use of the newly developedtest techniques,along with the existing
subsonic and supersonicwind tunnels, a storehouseof data was soon being produced
to aid in the developmentof a rapidly emerging generation of new airplanes. A
large data base for the aerodynamic characteristicsof supersonic airplanes and
missileswas begun when the Langley 4- by 4-foot supersonicpressuretunnel became
operational in 1948 and was expanded when the Unitary plan wind tunnel became
operationalin 1956.
Transonicdrag and lift.- Transonicdrag and lift characteristicsobtained from
early free-flight rocket-propelledmodels and determined by the transonic-bump
techniqueindicatedthe desirabilityof using more slender bodiesto obtain a marked
reduction in the transonic drag rise. Increasingthe wing-sweep angle was also
shown to be an effectivemeans for reducingthe drag rise, and reducingthe value of
thickness-to-chordratio, t/c, for airfoil sections progressivelyreducedthe drag
rise and increased the lifting effectiveness. The design trends that began to
emerge for supersonicairplanesthus began to show the use of swept wings, thinner
wing sections,and long slender bodies. In addition,there was a tendency for the
center of gravity to move rearward becauseof the location of jet engines near the
rear. These design trends for achievingsupersonicflight were, in some cases, to
become contributorsto stabilityproblems.
Area distribution.-Since it was clear that compressibilityand shock-induced
phenomenawere a function of the amount of disturbanceimpartedto the surrounding
air, the thoughtof lesseningthe disturbancebecame important. Through the efforts
of Dr. Richard T. Whitcomb and others workingwith some thoughts from A. Busemann,
the concept of the transonic area rule was developed in the early 1950's which
stated that the cross-sectionalarea of an airplane should vary as gently as possi-
ble from the front to the back with the ideal_equivalentbody being as nearly para-
bolic and as slender as possible. The conceptdid prove to be correct and a major
aid to overcoming the drag rise was available. Later developmentsof the "super-
sonic area rule" were devised for reducing the supersonicwave drag. The applica-
tion of the smooth area distributiontechniquescontinuesto be a valuable tool in
the design of supersonicairplanes.
Downwash characteristics.-Another aerodynamic change observed from early
transonic-bumptests for aft-tail airplaneswas the gradual reductionin the effec-
tive downwash at the tail with increasing M and, often, the appearance of an
upwash at supersonicspeeds. Some design trends that have been partly influencedby
the downwash characteristicsare the tailless designs and canard designs. The
vertical location of the horizontal tail with respect to the wing also became a
design trade factor from a stabilityas well as a structuralstandpoint.
Longitudinal stability.- The longitudinal stability for a typical aft-tail
supersonic configurationresulted in a characteristicincrease in stabilitythrough
the transonic range. The primary problemto be faced as a result of the increased
longitudinal stability was the increased control power required to provide for
trimmingwhich, in turn, reducedthe abilityto maneuver. This problemlead to the
use of all-moving horizontal tails for pitch control to replace the longstanding,
conventionalelevator. When large deflectionsof an aft-tail became necfissaryfor
trimming, an added impetus was given to configurationshaping designed 'to reduce
excessivelongitudinalstability.
Additional supersonic longitudinalstability problems at high angles of attack
were related to the geometric characteristicsof some airplanes. The location of
aft-tails relative to the wing wake sometimes resulted in a sharp pitch-up
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tendency. The pitch-up tendency was generallyaggravated by aft center-of-gravity
Ipcations that accompanied rear engine designs and promoted a more severe
destabilizingeffect from the lift of the long, slender forebodieswith increasing
angle of attack.
Directional stability.- While the longitudinal traits of supersonic designs
initia]ly produced a problem of too much stability, the directionaltraits of the
early designs produced a problem of insufficientstability. The initial problem
with directionalstabilityat supersonicspeeds occurs when the level of instability
for the wing body is large (generallydue to aft center of gravity) and the lift-
curve slope of the vertical tail decreasesto the point where most of the tail
contributionis requiredto offset the instabilityof the wing body and little tail
contributionremainsto provide positive stability for the complete airplane. The
problemsof directionalstabilitymay be furtheraggravatedwith increasingangle of
attack by vortex flows which may cause an adversesidewashat the verticaltail.
Control effectiveness.-The general problem of control effectivenessat high
speed that led to the use of the all-moving tail for pitch control has been
mentioned. A ro]l-controlproblemwith conventionalaileron control was also dis-
covered near the transonic range, that often resulted in a complete loss, or even
reversal, of roll control. However, differentialdeflection of the all-moving
horizontaltail was adopted as an effectiveway of dramaticallyincreasingthe roll-
controlpower.
Lateral characteristics.-Another aerodynamic trend found to be related to
supersonicflight was the variationof effectivedihedral with angle of attack and
Mach number which indicated changes from a negative value (positive effective
dihedral)to zero or slightlypositive values (negativeeffectivedihedral)when the
wing leading edge becomes sonic. Such a characteristicresults in changes in the
roll-to-yawratio as a functionof Mach number and causes significantchanges in the
dynamicdirectionalstability.
Dynamic pressure fields.- Another significant characteristic of supersonic
aerodynamicsnoted was the change in local dynamicpressure fields,q, for a lifting
surface. In the upper-surfaceflow field (expansion),the local q is substan-
tially reducedwhereas the lower surface flow field (compression)shows a signifi-
cant increasein local q. Not only do these q changes affect the liftingsurface
itself but also the characteristicsof any other part of a vehicle located in the
flow fields induced downstream. The effectivenessof an aft tail, for example,
could be seriously impaired if located in the upper-surfaceflow field or consider-
ably enhanced if locatedin the lower-surfaceflow field.
" Airframe Considerations
Swept wings.- At the end of World War II, the work of German scientistson the
use of wing sweep for achieving higher flight speeds became available. An example
is the work of Dr. Adolf Betz on airfoiltheory publishedin 1935. The basic theory
for swept and yawed wings as developedby Betz is based on the conceptthat only the
component of velocity normal to the wing leading edge determines the chordwise
pressuredistribution. Thus, by increasingthe sweep angle, the normal componentof
flow is reducedand the criticalMach number at which the drag rise due to compress-
ibility is increased. Wind-tunneltests and theoreticalstudiesof swept and yawed
wings (includingswept-forwardwings and strakes on swept wings) were underway at
NACA in the mid-1940's. One of many swept-wing models studied in the Langley
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300-mph7- by lO-foottunnel is shown in figure 2. In additionto the data produced
on basic wing sweep, some results were also obtained on the effects of wing-root
strakes as shown in the figure. One of the forward-sweepstudy models is shown in
figure 3. The use of wing sweep was to have a pronouncedeffect on the design of
airplanesand missiles for years to come. The first operationalswept-wingfighter
in the U.S. was the jet-propelledP-86 which first flew on October l, 1947. The
airplanebegan its life in 1944 as a straight-wingNavy jet (XFJ-IFury). As swept-
wing data became available,the design evolvedto the 35-degreeswept-wingairplane.
Delta win_s.- The delta planform offered another approach to increased speed
through the use of a highly-swept leading edge and the achievement of a low-
thickness ratio. It was also throught that some of the stability problems
associatedwith aft-tail designs could be avoidedby the use of taillessdelta-wing
designs. The concept has an origin traceable to Germany where Dr. A. Lippisch
developedthe tailless Me 163 Komet rocket airplaneand did researchwork on delta-
w_ng designs. Lippisch continued his work with the U.S. Air Force followingthe
war, and working in cooperationwith Convair, the tailless delta-wing XF-92A was
conceivedand first flew on June 8, 1948, Many other delta-wingtype aircraftwere
subsequentlydeveloped and this configurationwas destined to leave its mark on
aircraft design history.
• Trapezoidalwin_s.- Still another approachfor high speed was throughthe use of
razor-sharp,thin, low-aspect-ratiowings. A classicexample was the F-I04. While
achieving low-drag and high-speed potential, some stability problems and load-
carrying limitationsoccurred and the basic conceptwas not to become a hallmarkof
airplanedesign.
Variable sweep.- U.S. studies in the late lg40's by the Bell Company, based
partly on German data from the MesserschmittP-1101, suggested the possibilityof
combining the low-speed advantages of low sweep with the high-speed advantagesof
high sweep into one airframe having a variablewing-sweep capability. The concept
resulted in the X-5 variable-sweepresearch airplane that partly lead the way to
aircraft such as the F-111, B-l, and the F-14, In addition,many other variable-
sweep concepts have been developedaround the world, notablyin the Soviet Union.
The Flight ResearchAirplanes
The X-series airplanes.-Concurrentwith the analyticaland experimentalmodel
studies of high-speed flight, there was also some thought in the early 1940's of a
manned airplane flight research program as a way of obtaining accurate fu11-scale
data in the trasonic and supersonicspeed regimes. Such an airplanewas conceived
at NACA-Langleyin 1943 at about the same time that others in industry and service
laboratorieswere harboringsimilar thoughts. The NACA proposedthat a jet airplane
be built specifically for the purpose of transonic flight research and, with a
governmentdecision to undertakesuch a program, the X-seriesof researchairplanes
was born. On the basis of wartime NACA research, together with captured Ger_lan
research data, four major approaches to the problem of high-speed flight were
chosen: thin wings, swept wings, low-aspect-ratiowings, and high-speed wing
profiles. Both rocket and turbojetpropulsionwere to be considered.
The Bell X-1 airplane.-The Bell XS-I with a low-aspect-ratiostraightwing was
the first of the new experimentalairplanesto be completed. On October 14, 1947,
the Bell XS-I, piloted by Air Force Captain Charles E. Yeager, broke the sound
barrier for the first time by reaching M = 1.06 on its ninth powered flight. It
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was the first of many supersonicflights for a family of X-I airplanesand the age
of supersonicflight was begun. Among other events in the X-1 series were:
o X-l, M = 1.5 on March 26, 1948
o X-1A, M = 2.4 and 90,000 feet on December12, 1955
o X-1E, 1400 mph and 73,000 feet with 4-percehtwing, 1955
o X-1B, 1600 mph and 90,000 feet with reactioncontrols;used
for thermal studies,1954-1956
o X-1D, destroyedduring test August 23, 1951
The Douglas D-558-I air_lane.-The Navy-sponsoredD-558-I Skystreak,the second
of the flight researchairplanesto fly, had a low aspect ratio,straightwing, and
was turbojet powered. The Skystreakbegan flying in early 1947 and established,
temporarily,a world speed recordof 650.8 mph.
The Douglas 558-II airplane.-The third researchairplane to fly (1949),the D-
558-II Skyrockethad a 35-degreeswept wing and was originallypowered both with a
rocket and a turbojet for added takeoff and climb power. Three of these airplanes
were built and one of them, with the turbojet removed, was air-launched. With
rocket power, it became the first airplane to exceed M = 2. Skyrocket events
included:
o M = 1.86 on August 7, 1951, pilotedby Bill Bridgeman
o M = 2.01 on November20, 1953, pilotedby Scott Crossfield
The Skyrocketalso revealedthe reality of the cross-coupling,pitch-up,wing-drop,
and controleffectivenessloss in flight at supersonicspeeds.
The NorthropX-4 airplane.-The X-4 was the next researchairplane,beginningto
fly in the 1948-1949 era. The Northrop X-4 was a special Air Force project
utilizing a swept wing, tailless design, to examine the stability and control
characteristics at transonic speeds on the premise that elimination of the
horizontal tail would relieve some of the transonic problems associatedwith more
conventionalwing-tail combinations. The airplane became a reliabletest bed for
the study of pitch-upbut never exceededa Mach number of about 0.94.
The Consolidated Vultee XF-92A airplane.- This airplane, a 60-degree delta
tailless concept with a nose inlet supplyingair to a turbojet,was conceivedas a
prototypefor an advancedAir Force fighter-interceptor. It was added to the flight
researchprogram in 1951 to study the delta-wingconcept for easingthe problemsof
high-speedflight. The airplanewas barely supersonicin a dive but was used exten-
sively in obtaining informationvaluable in the future developmentof the F-102,
F-106, and the B-58.
The Bell X-2 airplane.-Conceived as a part of the original research airplane
program, the Bell X-2 was designed for speeds up to M = 3 at 100,000feet.
Because of the expected heating problems, the airplane was made of K-monel and
stainless steel. The airplane had a 42-degree swept wing and was powered by a
throttleable rocket motor. Because of production difficulties,the supersonic
flight program was delayed until 1955. In the summer of 1956, with Air Force
Lt. Col. Frank Everest, Jr. at the controls, the airplane did achieve a speed of
M = 2.8. A few weeks later, Captain Ivan Kincheloetook the airplaneto an altitude
of 126,000 feet. On September 27, 1956, Captain Milburn Apt took the X-2 on its
final flight and achieveda speed of M = 3.2, marking anothermajor step forward in
supersonic flight. The airplane crashed after executing a rolling pull-up near
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M = 1.6. An increase in sideslip angle, apparently resultingfrom loss of direc-
tional stability,lead to a structuralfailureof the verticaltail and destruction
of the airplane. The possibilityof such an occurrencewas indicatedin wind-tunnel
tests made in 1948-1949.
The Douglas X-3 airplane.-The X-3 Stiletto,originallydesigned to explorethe
problemsof sustainedsupersonlcflight,had an extremelylong needle-nosedbody and
small tapered wings. The airplane proved to be overloaded and underpowered,
however, and was barely capable of supersonic flight, achieving M = 1.1. The '
inertia characteristicsof the airplane were quite different from most all of its
predecessors. The mass distributionof the airplane was essentiallystrung out
lengthwiseand was about zero in the spanwisedirection. This made the airplane a
prime candidatefor the cross-couplingphenomenawherein pitch oscillationsbegin to
feed into yaw oscillationsand vice versa so that motions difficultto controlmight
occur. Data derived from this design were used in many programs later. The problem
of inertialcoupling had been studied in theory and reportedby NACA Langleyin 1948
but little attentionwas paid to the reportuntil the flightproblems occurred.
The Bell X-5 airplane.-A subsequentadditionto the flight researchprogramwas
the Bell X-5 variable wing-sweep airplane. For preliminarystudiesof sweep, Bell
Aircraft first modified a P-63 airplane to incorporate a fixed-sweep wing.
Designated the L-39, the airplane was flight tested at NACA Langley late in 1947.
Some stabilityproblemswere indicated,particularlyat high lift, and as a result,
the airplanewas modified by the addition of 4 feet in tail length,a large ventral
fin, and various wing leading-edgedevices. The X-5 variable-sweepresearch air-
plane first flew on June 20, 1951. The wing sweep was variable in flight from about
20 degrees to about 59 degrees. As the wing was swept rearward,it was also trans-
lated forward in order to achieve a more consistentstabilitylevel. The airplane
was barely capable of sonic speed (about M = 1.1) but was used extensivelyin the
study of gust response at low altitude with a wing fully swept. Such information
was to become useful later in the decade when variable-sweeptactical fighterswere
conceived.
The North American X-15 airplane.- The X-15 hypersonic airplane had its origin
in a document from Bell Aircraft,January 8, 1952. The document includeda proposal
for a manned hypersonic research airplane to explore the basic problems of hyper-
sonic and space flight. In June 1952, the NACA Committee on Aerodynamics
recommendedan extension of the flight research program to the speed range from
M = 4 to 10 at altitudesto 50 miles. In June 1956, a contractwas awardedto North
American for three X-15 airplanesto be powered with a throttleable,liquid rocket
engine. The first powered flight was made September 17, 1959, and NASA (by then
renamed from NACA) began to fly the X-15 in March 1960. The X-15 program explored
many areas of technologyin materials,structures,pilotingtechniquesincludinguse
of reaction controls and effects of gravity ranging from zero-g to high-g reentry,
propulsion,and stabilityand control. A maximum speed of M = 6.7 (October1966) and
an altitude of 354,200feet were achieved during the course of the flight program
which extended from 1959 to 1968 with a total of 199 flights. There were plans to
extend the program with a modified airplane to explore hypersonic cruise but
development delays, high costs, and the loss of the number-threeairplane in a
reentry accident, led to the cancellationof the X-15 program in November 1968 and
the temporaryend of an era of manned flight researchairplanes. Other vehiclesin
the X-designatedseries were:
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o X-6 - Convairnuclear-poweredbomber
o X-7 - Lockheed reusablesupersonicramjettest vehicle
o X-8 - Aerojet reusableupper atmosphereresearchrocket
o X-9- Bell rockettestbedfor standoffair-to-surfacemissile
o X-IO - North American testbed for Navajo intercontinentalsupersonic ramjet
cruisemissile
o X-11 - Convair ICBM researchmodel testbed for Atlas
o X-12 - Jet-poweredversionof X-11
o X-13 - Ryan VTOL tail-sitter
o X-14 - Ryan diverted-thrustVTOL
o X-16 - Bell high-altitudelong-rangereconnaissanceaircraft.
Apparentlygave way to LockheedU-2
o X-17 - Lockheedballisticresearchrocket
o X-18 - Hiller tilt-wingVTOL
o X-19 - Curtiss-Wrighttilt-propVSTOL transport
o X-20 - Boeing orbitalglide vehicle (Dyna-Soar)
o X-21 - Northroplaminar-flow-controlaircraft
o X-22 - Bell tiltingducted-propVSTOL
o X-23 - Martin lifting-bodyreentryvehicle
o X-24 - Martin manned lifting-bodyvehicle
o X-25 - Bensen rotary-wingflight crew escape vehicle
o X-26 - Lockheedquiet observationaircraft
o X-27 - Lockheedfighterengine test bed
o X-28 - Osprey police patrol seaplane
o X-29 - Grummanforwardswept-wingdemonstratorprojectedto fly in 1984
The Century Series Era
In the latter 1940's, various airplane designs intended for supersonic flight
were underway. The translationof researchdata, both wind tunnel and flight,into
operationalmilitary airplanesbegan to emerge in the 1950's and led to a rash of
designs that reflectedalmost all types of configurations. It was the era of the
"CenturySeries" airplanesin which some problemswere exposed and, in most cases,
correctivemeasures were applied by the experimentallydeveloped "fix" rather than
by an innovative technologicaldevelopment. Most of these airplanes experienced
stabilityproblems that should have been predictablebased on knowledgegained from
general researchwind-tunneltesting and from the X-seriesof flight testing. Some
of these problemsand solutionswill be described.
The North American F-IO0.- Following a company line of fighters that included
the _-51 Mustang and F-86 Sabre, the F-tO0 Super Sabre became the first operational
USAF airplane capable of sustained, level, supersonic flight (aboutM = 1.3). The
early models of the F-IO0 experiencedsome problemsof inertiacouplingand insuffi-
cient directionalstabilityand severalairplanesand pilots were lost. Wind-tunnel
tests at NACA Langley revealed a large directional instabilityfor the wing-body
that placed a high demand on the stabilizingcontributionof the verticaltail. In
addition, the stabilizingcontributionof the vertical tail decreasedmarkedly at
moderate angles of sideslip. These revelationsconfirmed the need for increased
directional stability and a new vertical tail with a 27-percentarea increase was
put on the airplane.
The Convair F-102.- The F-102 Delta Dagger was an outgrowth of the XF-g2A
fighter_interceptor esearch airplane. The first airplane showed no hope of reach-
ing its supersonic design speed and was barely able to penetrate the transonic
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range. Accordingly,productionwas halted while extensive studies were undertaken
to improve the interceptorperformance. Among the subsequentmodifications,based
on NACA Langley research, were the application of the transonic area rule that
resultedin a "coke bottle" fuselageto reduce the transonicdrag rise penalties;a
new wing design with a conically cambered leading edge and reflexed wing tips to
improve the drag due-to-lift characteristics;a new vertical tail location and,
subsequently, an increase in tail size to improve the supersonic directional
stability;and a total extension in fuselage length of 11 feet. A modified air-
plane, nicknamed the Hot Rod, reached a Mach number of 1.22 at an altitude of
53,000 feet and productionwas resumed.
The McDonnell F-I01.- The F-I01 Voodoo was the first USAF twin engine, super-
sonic fighter-interceptorairplane having a speed capabilityof about M = 1.6. The
design was characterized by nozzles located forward of the tail portion of the
airplane ratherthan at the base of the airplane. Part of the rationalefor such an
arrangementis to keep the engine-associatedweight (and airplane center of gravity)
more forward, and to reduce the duct-flowlosses by shorteningthe duct length. A
consequenceof the arrangement,however, is that the afterbodyand tail regionsare
subjectedto the jet exit flow. Accordingly,heat protectionof the afterbodymust
be consideredas well as the location of the horizontaltail. The high tail loca-
tion used on the F-101 was a contributorto a seriousproblemof pitch-up stability.
The F-101 design was the subject of wind-tunnel and rocket-modeltests by NACA
Langley in 1955 in order to determine the stability and control boundaries. The
pitch-up problem was alleviated by an active inhibitor built into the control
system. Two views of a wind-tunnelmodel are shown in figure 4. The F-101 tunnel
tests included studies of the launch characteristicsfor the internally carried
weapons and the model with the Genie missile in the extended launch position is
shown in figure 4.
The Lockheed F-104.-The F-104 Starfighter,designed for low minimum drag, set a
speed record of M = 2.1, an altitude record of 103,395feet, and, for a time,
simultaneouslyheld the world recordsfor speed, altitude,and time-to-climb. Along
with the remarkable performance, the F-104 had problems in the form of cross-
coupling (due to the inertia distribution), pitch-up (due to the high-tail
location), and low-directionalstability at high M and high angle of attack (due
to the inherent instabilityof the long body and other geometricconstraints). A
photographof the NACA wind-tunnelmodel of the F-104 (fig. 5) emphasizesthe long
body, the small wing, and the high tail. A modificationmade as a result of NACA
wind-tunneltests was the addition of a fairly effectiveventral fin to improvethe
directionalstability.
The Republic F-105.- Followingthe company lineage of the P-47 Thunderbolt,the
F-84 Thunderjet and the F-84F Thunderstreak,the F-105 Thunderchiefdesign for a
supersonicfighter-bombercame into being. The original design of the F-105 did not •
incorporatethe transonicarea rule. However, early wind-tunneltests made in the
Langley 8-foot transonictunnel indicatedthat substantialdrag improvementscould
be realizedthroughthe applicationof some body contouringand the modificationwas
made to the third airframe. In addition,the originaltransonic inlet was changed
to a supersonicinvertedscoop inlet as a resultof NACA tests. Other modifications
made as a result of NACA-Langleywind-tunneltests were an enlarged vertical tail
and the addition of a ventral fin to enhance the supersonicdirectionalstability.
Photographsof the modifiedmodel are shown in figure 6.
The Convair F-106.- An outgrowthof the F-102 Delta Dagger configurationwas an
advanced interceptororiginallydesignatedF-IO2B that was subsequentlyredesignated
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the F-106 Delta Dart. The F-106 is similar in appearanceto the F-102 with perhaps
the most noticeable external difference being a change in vertical tail planform
from a near-deltashape to a larger area trapezoidalshape that was made to improve
the directionalstability. The F-106 had a more powerfulengine, increasedpayload,
increased range, and speed (slightlyin excess of M = 2). The F-I06 was designed
for internal carriage of the Falcon and Genie missile. Tunnel tests included the
missile launch characteristics. A photograph of the tunnel model with extended
missiles is shown in figure 7.
The GrummanF11F-1.-The Tiger, first airplanedesignedusing the transonicarea
rule, demonstratedrelative ease in negotiatingthe transonic range in July 1954,
using about 25 percent less thrust than required by the F-IO0. The design was
verified through extensive NACA test. The tunnel model (fig.8) included various
tail planforms,a droopedhorizontaltail, and large foldingventrals.
The Chance Vought F8U-I.-The Crusader featuredan underslungchin inlet and had
a variable-incidencewing. The airplane was extensivelytested by NACA and some
suggestedmodificationsincluded large folding ventral fins that were incorporated
on some versions.
The Convair B-58.- The Hustlerwas the first U.S. supersonic (M = 2) operational
bomber. Followingthe Convair fightertradition,the B-58 was area ruled and had a
delta wing with conical camber and elevon control. Four podded engines were used
and the payload (and some fuel) was carried externally in a large droppable pod
beneaththe body. Some B-58 problemssurfacedwhen verticaltail structuralfailure
occurred in sideslip during asymmetric engine-out flight at supersonicspeeds. A
region of low directionalstability aggravated by control-inducedadverse yaw was
revealedin NACA wind-tunneltests and correctivecontrolsystem changeswere made.
The McDonnellF4H.- The Phantom II was originallydevelopedas a Navy shipboard
fighterin 1958. Wind-tunneltests at NACA-Langleyin the late 1950's revealedthat
the original F4H design had some of the characteristicsof its ancestorsincludinga
severe pitch-up, low-directionalstability, and low-effectivedihedral. Several
subsequentmodificationsmade to the productiondesign were the sharplydroopedtail
panels (originallyalmost horizontal)to alleviatepitch-up,outboard wing leading-
edge extensionsto improvethe high-liftstability,and turned-upwing-tip panels to
improve the roll/yaw ratio. Photographsof the original and revised tunnel model
configurationsare shown in figures 9 and 10. Tests of the revised model also
includedthe effectsof semi-submergedSparrowmissiles for supersoniccarriage. In
1963, the airplanewas procuredby the USAF as a tactical fighter (originallydesig-
• nated by USAF as F-IIO) and, through many modifications,the airplane remained in
productionas the F-4 for over two decades.
The GeneralDynamics F-111.-On November24, 1962, the U.S. usheredin a new era
of tacticalfighterswith the initialdevelopmentcontractto GeneralDynamics/
Grumman for the TFX (F-111), two-place, twin-engine, variable-sweep, tactical
fighter multi-missionairplane. The missions were to include M = 2.5 capability
at altitude, M = 1.2 penetration at sea level, ferry range of 3600 miles, with
operation from rough fields on 3000-foot strips as well as operation from Navy
carriers. InitialNACA work leadingup to the TFX began as early as 1945 with wind-
tunnel tests of swept and yawed wings, variable-sweeptunnel tests in 1947, and the
Bell X-5 variable-sweepairplane flight tests in 1948. NACA studies in the later
1950'sshowed the potentialof variablesweep for combiningsupersoniccapabilityat
altitude with good subsonic range, good low-speedlanding and takeoff, alleviating
gust loads to provide high-speedpenetrationat low altitude,and increasingloiter
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time. Variousensuing researchmodels lead to a wing-pivotlocationthat minimized
stability variations with sweep without the necessity of wing translationas had
been used on the X-5.
Followingthe contract award for the F-111 to GeneralDynamics/Grumman,a period
of technical and political difficultiesbegan that were to last for years. The
politicalhearings began in 1963 in responseto Senate suspicionsthat the award to
GeneralDynamicswas politicallymotivated. As for the developmentof the airplane,
some problem areas surfaced in inlet/engineperformance,stability and control,
weight increase,and so on. The first airplaneflew on December 21, 1964, and the
deliveryof operationalairplanesbegan in October 1967 to the Air Force. However,
the Navy never procured any F-111's and cancelled its program in 1968. Subse-
quently, the Navy developed its own tactical fighter, the F-14, and the Air Force
developedits own tactical fighter,the F-15.
The North American B-70.- In late 1954, a military requirement,WS-110, was
proposed for a sustainedsupersoniccruise strategicbomber to replacethe B-52. It
was to operate from existing runways, cruise unrefueled for at least 6000 nautical
miles, and have a M = 3 capabilityat altitude. The North American XB-70 Valkyrie
was chosen, first flew on September 21, 1964, and achieved M = 3 on October14,
1965. The XB-70 was designed to make use of the "compressionlift" generated
beneath the wing by the wedge-shaped sides of the engine ducts. Unfortunately,
additionaldrag was also generatedand efficientlift-to-dragratios for cruisewere
problematical. The XB-70 was designed so that the wing tips could be drooped to
65 degrees which, at supersonic speeds, would improve the directional stability.
The B-70 became embroiled in technical and political problems and presumablylost
out to the concept of mixed ICBM's and B-52's as strategic deterrents and was
cancelled.
The Lockheed SR-71.- One of the best secretsin the U.S. was the LockheedA-11,
developed by Kelly Johnson and the "skunk works" team as a high-altitude,M = 3
cruise, reconnaissanceairplane follow-onto the subsonic U-2. Wind-tunneltests
were underway (some at NASA Langley) in the latter 1950's. The airplane was not
publicly revealed until the spring of 1964. A fighter version, the YF-12, flew
early in 1964, and the prototype SR-71 Blackbirdstrategic reconnaissanceairplane
flew December 22, 1964. The airplane, at various times, has held several world
records for speed and altitude. In September1974, an SR-71 flew from New York to
London in one hour and fifty-five minutes at an average speed of about 1807 mph
(M = 2.7). In July 1976, the SR-71 set records of 2193 mph (M = 3.3) over a
straight course, 2092 mph (M = 3.1) over a 100 km closed course, and a sustained
level-flightaltitude of 85,069 feet. Many new technicallessons relatedto high-
speed flight were appliedin the SR-71 design.
The Rockwell B-I.- The Rockwell B-1 variable-sweep,four-engineairplane was
developedas a strategicbomber both for high-altitudecruise and supersonicflight
as well as low-altitudehigh-speedpenetration. Four airplaneswere built with the
first flight on December23, 1974. The airplaneexceeded M = 2 in April 1976 and
demonstrated high-altitudecruise and low-altitudeterrain-followingpenetration.
The airplane,which like the B-70, was the intended replacementfor the B-52, also
became entangled in technical and political problems. The B-1 was cancelled by
PresidentCarter in June 1977 and reinstatedby PresidentReagan in 1981.
Some lessons,perhapsnot yet well learned,that might be surmisedfrom programs
such as the B-70, the F-111, and the B-1 are that the developmentof new aircraft
may depend as much, if not more, on politicalproblemsas on technicalproblems.
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Other Military Airplane Programs.-A few other developmentprograms from which
much was learned,althoughoperationalstatus was not reached,should be noted.
The Northrop XP-79A was begun in 1942 as a unique rocket-propelledflying-wing
fighter design following the pattern of the German Me 163 Komet. Although the
rocket version was eventually cancelled, a rocket-propelledflight was made on
July 5, 1944. Further development was done with a jet-powered XP-79B that was
destroyedin a crash September12, 1945. The unusualmagnesiumairframewas totally
consumed by fire. The airplane was only 14-feet long and incorporateda prone
position cockpitwhich would have permittedthe pilot to withstand21 g's. Wing-tip
bellowswere used to provideyaw controland a four-pointgear was installed.
The Republic XF-91 Thunderceptor design was begun in 1946 as a supersonic
daytime interceptor. The airplane was fitted with a jet engine and four rocket
motors to provide rapid accelerationand climb capability. The airframe had a
unique 35-degreeswept wing with adjustableincidenceto providethe most effective
angle of attack for takeoff,cruise,and landing. In addition,the wing had inverse
taper which, in conjunctionwith leading-edgeslats, was intended to reduce the
tendency of wing-tipstall at low speeds. The jet version flew in May 1949. In
December 1952, the airplane with combined jet and rockets reached 50,000 feet in
5.5 minutes at M = 1.7. While this performancecould not be matched by contem-
porary jet interceptors,furtherdevelopmentwas halted and the interceptorrole was
subsequentlyfilled by the ConvairF-IO2A.
The Republic XF-103design was one of the winning entriesof the advanced inter-
ceptor program initiated in 1949 to provide a new interceptorcapableof exceeding
M = 1 at greaterthan 50,000 feet and to be operationalin 1954. The XF-103design
had a dual-cycleturbo-ramjetengine which was intended to achieve about M = 4 at
80,000 feet with a combat radiusof about 430 miles. The engine,to be developedby
Wright,was to be a conventionalturbojet with an afterburnerdesignedto serve the
dual purpose of a ramjet engine. Other advances in state of the art included
titanium construction, high-temperature hydraulics, downward-ejection escape
capsule,retractableventralfin, and periscopeforwardvision (no canopy). A metal
mock-up was constructed,but after a 9-year developmentprogram, and some problems
with titanium procurement and fabrication, engine development,and funding, the
projectwas cancelled in September 1957. It is interestingto note, however, that
many of the features of the XF-103 design were used later on the Lockheed SR-71,
includingthe conceptof the dual purposeafterburner/ramjetsystem.
The North American F-IO7A was a ground attack figher-bomberdesign of 1953 that
• was in competitionwith the Republic F-105. Although the F-107 lost the competi-
tion, three airplanes were built and extensiveflight tests were conducted. The
• F-107 had no difficultyin achieving M = 2 flight in 1956 and demonstratedseveral
features such as the top-mountedinlet, all-movingvertical tail, and spoiler-roll
controls.
Another USAF program began in 1955 to develop a long-rangeinterceptor. North
American receiveda contractin 1957 for the XF-108Rapier designwhich was to be an
all-weather,two-man, twin-engine,long-rangeinterceptorwith a combat speed of at
least M = 3 at 70,000feet with a 1000 nautical-milerange and 5 minutes of
M = 3 combat. In addition, the airplane was to cruise at M = 3 for 350 miles
ii with 10 minutes of M = 3 combat. Finally, there was a requirementfor M = 3
cruise for 280 miles with a one-hour loiter time followed by a high-speed targeti
I intercept 750 miles away. The XF-108 was similar to the B-70 delta-wing canard
i design but had twin horizontal-rampside inlets,a centerlineverticaltail, and two
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wing-mounted vertical surfaces for added directional stability. The Air Force
believed that the F-108 would be a good mobile missile launcherto interceptenemy
aircraft far from their intended targets. A mockup was built but the program was
cancelledSeptember23, 1959, due to funding problems. (Note that almosta quarter
of a century later, we are still studying aircraft designs with similar, or less,
capability.)
Some MissileDevelopments
Foreivn technology.-German scientistshad begun making strides into supersonic
aerodynamlcswith mssiles such as the A-4 (V-2), one of which, on a ballistic
flight, achieved a speed of M = 4.7, an altitude of 275,000feet, and a range of
116 miles on October 3, 1942. The maneuverableWasserfall-wingedsurface-to-air
missile,designed for M = 3, made 44 successfulflightsin the 1944 time period. A
winged versionof the A-4, the A-9 successfullyflew to M = 4 during the winter of
1944-45. Further plans for the A-9, curtailed by the end of the war, included a
manned-versionwith a pressurizedcockpitand tricycle landinggear, that was to fly
at M = 2 for 400 miles. A rocket-boostedmanned A-9 was also envisionedthat
would have transatlanticrange.
There were other German developmentsworth noting--the Luftwaffe developed a
winged, subsonic cruise missile powered by an airbreathingpulse-jet engine. This
missile, to become known as vengeanceweapon one, V-l, was catapult-launched,con-
trolled in flight by inertialguidance,and employeda predeterminedengine shut-off
time when the weapon would than dive on its target. The first was launchedagainst
London on June 12, 1944. Much of the German (and axis-partner,Italian)work in
high-speedmissile aerodynamicsfell into the hands of the Allied nations at the end
of World War II and was useful in stimulatingresearchin other countries.
UoS. Adaptions
Werhner von Braun and 120 other top German scientistswere hand-pickedthrough
interviews and brought to the U.S. between late 1945 and the summer of 1946 and
stationedat Fort Bliss, Texas. There they were to resume flight tests at the White
Sands Proving Grounds in Hew Mexico, using V-2 rockets. Thus it was that the U.S.
began to gain experience with missiles. During a 5-year program, 68 German V-2's
were fired at White Sands only about half of which were successful. (The Germans
achieved about a 75-percent reliability during combat with the V-2.) On
Feburary24, 1949, a two-stageBumper-Wac (a U.S. Corporal second-stagerocket on a
first-stage German V-2) was launched to an unprecedented altitude of about
250 miles. The developmentof U.S. ballisticmissileswas beginningto take shape.
Other U.S. missile programswith some German backgroundincluded:
o Corporal, Army Ordnance surface-to-surfacemissile, based on the German V-2
technology,built by FirestoneTire and RubberCompany.
o Redstone, Army Ordnance surface-to-surfacemissile developed by the German
group at the RedstoneArsenal,producedby Chrysler.
o Hermes,Army Ordnanceprojectwith GeneralElectricCompany, researchmissile
based on the German Wasserfallwith prospectiveoutcome to be a medium-range
guided surface-to-surfacemissile. Sometimes referred to as the first
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"Americanmade" guided missile--thebasic design having been done a decade
before then by the Germans.
o Loki, Army Ordnance anti-air defense, barrage-typeunguided fin-body rocket
based on the German flak rocketTaifun,produced by Bendix.
Although the U.S. did test fire some German V-1 cruise missiles,no development
program of this type was pursued. Some large, long-rangeU.S. cruise missiles of
the late 1940's and early lg50's includedthe Regulus I, Regulus II, Snark, Navaho,
Matador,Mace, Hound Dog--allof which were relativelyshort-liveddevelopments.
U.S.S.RAdaptions
While no attempt will be made to expound on lessons learned by the U.S.S.R.
followingWorld War II, the followingobservationsare noted:
o The U.S.S,R. did acquire German technologyas well as western (notablyU.S.
and British)technology.
o The U.S.S.R.exploitedjet propulsion.
o The U.S.S.R exploitedhigh-speedaircraftwith swept wings, delta wings, and
subsequently,variable-sweepwings.
o The U.S.S.R. exploited the German V-2 and quickly developed ballistic
missiles of many types.
o The U.S.S.R. exploitedthe German V-1 and quickly developed cruise missiles
of many types--notablyantishippingmissiles.
EPILOGUE
The World War II time period ushered in a new era in aeronauticalresearch and
development. Just prior to the outbreak of the war, testing, modification, and
productionof aircraftwere acceleratedin the U.S. The air conflictduring the war
highlightedthe need of aircraftwith agility,high speed, long range, large payload
capability,and in addition,introduceda new concept in air warfarethroughthe use
of guided missiles. Followingthe war, the influx of foreigntechnology,primarily
German,led to rapid advancesin jet propulsionand speed, and a host of new problem
areas associated with high-speed flight designs were revealed. The resolutionof
these problemsled to a rash of new design conceptsand many of the lessonslearned,
in principle, are still effective today. In addition to the technical lessons
learned related to aircraft developmentprograms, it might also be noted that some
lessons involving the political and philosophicalnature of aircraft development
programs are worth attention.
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Figure 1.- Semispan model mounted on transonic bump.
Figure 2.- Swept-wing research model with wing-root strakes.
Figure 3.- Research model with forward-sweep wing.
(a) Side view showing store.
(b) Plan view.
20 Figure 4.- McDonnell F-IOI wind-tunnel model.
Figure 5.- Lockheed F-I04 wind-tunnel model.
(a) Side view.
(b) Plan view.
22 Figure 6.- Republic F-I05 wind tunnel model.
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Figure 7.- Convair F-106 wind tunnel model showing stores.
(a)Side view with folding ventrals.
(b) Plan vie\.,.
Figure 8.- Grumman FIIF-I wind tunnel model.
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(a) Original.,
(b) Revised.
Figure 9.- F1cDonnell F4H wind tunnel model, plan view. 25
(a) Original.
(b) Revised, showina stores.
Figure I0.- McDonnell F4H wind tunnel model,side view.
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